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By Ki thy Frate
Issue Editor

Big
brother's
watching*.i
An
Independent
Student
Voice

If a student has ever lived in a dormitory, an evaluation
oi his personal grooming habits, social adaptability,
leadership potential and attitudes towards authority is on
file in the Dean of Students' office.
According to Miss Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of
students, resident advisers in both men's and women's
dormitories and housemothers in greek houses are required
to fill out an evaluation of each student on his or her floor at
the end of spring quarter.
The evaluations then become part of the student's
personal file and may be used as "counseling tools" or a
source of information for writing letters of recommendation to employers, she said.
Each student is rated in six categories on a one to five
basis, with ratings ranging from "unfavorable impression"
up to "excellent" The RA also has the option of refusing to
a rate a student on any particular question, claiming has
has had "no chance to observe" the student in that area.
THE SIX CATEGORIES include appearance (personal
grooming and dress), general behavior (exhibits
satisfactory and acceptable social behavior), attitude and
feeling toward authority (exhibits desirable attitudes
towards authority), social adaptability ( has ability to mix
in groups or individual situations), leadership (has ability
to lead and direct actions of others) and intellectual attitudes (interest and good study habits).
RA's mu't also indicate whether or not the student has

any physical disabilities or if any disciplinary action has
been taken against him for "unacceptable behavior."
The form also includes space for personal comments by
theRA
Miss Barbara Keller, assistant dean of students,
stressed that RA's are instructed at the beginning of the
year to be objective in their evaluations.
However, some students think that isn't enough.
"I don't think a peer has the right to evaluate you,"
insisted Iosa Boulanger, Junior (B.A.). "As long as you're
not breaking any rules, your behavior in the dorm is nobody
else's business."
ACCORDING TO a graduate presently employed in one
of the residence halls, RA's have not been given adequate
training in psychology or sociology to objectively evaluate
the students they live with.
"RA's don't know you. They don't see you that often to
be qualified to make an evaluation of your behavior," she
said.
Miss Keller admitted that an RA can't help but be
subjective in terms of how he reacts to a student's behavior.
However, she sai.i they are trained to ignore these subjective reactions when evaluating the students and make
only objective observations.
"If an RA does not substantiate a comment he has made
about a student, I send the evaluation right back to him and
request that he do it over," Miss Keller said.
The same graduate who criticized an RA's qualifications
to evaluate students also said the evaluations were invalid

because an RA may have values that differ from those held
by other students on his floor.
SHE QUESTIONED the evaluation of a student's
grooming habits and attitudes towards authority in particular, stating that an RA who is conservative may unconsciously underrate a student who holds more liberal
views.
She also objected to the dean' practice of basing letters
of recommendation on evaluations written by RA's.
"That office is for the dean of students, not the dean of
prospective employers," she said.
"They are there because of me, and I didn't ask them to
do this (evaluate students)," she added.
However, Miss Keller said that if an employer asks for a
recommendation for a student she does not know personally, the only way she can write an adequate letter is to
take information from the student's file.
IS IT REALLY necessary for the Dean of Student, tc
keep such information on file Just in case an employer
should
ask
for
a
.ecommendation?
According to James Galloway, director of the placement
office, few employers would think of going to the Dean of
Students for a recommendation.
He said recommendations are not that important
anymore, since employers are more concerned with the
student's grades, motivations, major areas of study and
level of maturity.
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Laird announces
May draft cutback
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretory of
Defense Melvin R. Laird announced
yesterday a cutback in the draft call for
May and indicated total 1971 inductions
will be the lowest in seven years.
Laird told a news conference the
actions are possible "because of the
progress we have made" in Vietnamizing
the war and withdrawing U.S. troops
The defense secretory in effect cut the
May call from 15,000 by combining it with
June and setting a two-month quota
totalling 20,000.
This, he indicated, means that about
10,000 youths will be called up in May and
another 10,000 in June.
THIS WILL be a sharp drop from the

17,000-a-month draft quotas in the
January-April period, totalling 68,000
men.
Projecting ahead for the rest of this
year, Laird said "I would estimate the
draft calls would not exceed the 10,000
figure for any month."
He hinted the calls may fall below that
average and that the final draft figure for
1971 might be around 142,000. That would
be some 21,500 below last year and the
lowest total since the 112,500 in 1964, the
year before the United States got deeply
into the Vietnam war.
Laird's news conference was
unannounced in advance and came amid
fresh antiwar demonstrations in the

capital, suggesting it might have been
intended to take some of the bite out of
those demonstrations.
ON OTHER SUBJECTS, laird said:
-The Russians are "going ahead with
a sophisticated ABM system."
The Soviets have resumed construction of their antimissile defenses in
the Moscow area, he said, expanding the
system beyond four sites with 64
defensive missile launchers toward an
eight-site shield with 128 defensive
missiles designed to guard the Soviet
capital area from U.S. long-range
missiles.

"There is some evidence that they,
the Russians have gone forward" with
installing multiple warheads on their SS9
missiles, but "I can't state positively"
whether they can be aimed independently at separate targets or
whether they are earlier generation
multiple warheads which are fired
shotgun fashion without separate aiming.
-HE CANT TELL yet for certain
whether a new Soviet missile
deployment, spotted within recent
months, is "a brand new missile or a
modified SS9."
-The Vietnam war will cost the
United States $8 billion next year, about
half this yea*'« ''os'

President explains plan

"**J

Toalston denies charge
By Ann Hofbauer
Staff Reporter
Nawtphoto by J.D. Fl.dl.

In memory

Once again the strike fist symbol is appearing on campus to remind students of
the May s National Strike Day. Events on
this campus will include a
candlelight
march and a memorial service on May 4
and a series of faculty workshops on May S.

Student Body President Art Toalston
yesterday called the charge of "dictator"
hurled at him by a newly-elected Student
Council member "absurd and untrue".
"It's unfortunate", said Toalston,
"because, seriously, (Robert) Engleson
doesn't know what he's talking about."
Toalston said the notice about the 24hour seven-day-a-week Student Council

Convocation features
Moore and Chalmers
On April 30, President Hollis A. Moore
and Dr. E. Laurence Chalmers, chancellor of the University of Kansas, will be
the main speakers at the University's
first President's Convocation.
The Convocation, centered around the
future of the state university, will begin
at 10 a.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
It is the conclusion to the University's
April Events. The events were an opportunity for the University community
to take a look at the present quality and
future ambitions of BG.
Dr. Moore had earlier declined the
traditional inauguration because of the
cost. He felt that the ceremonial aspects
of an inauguration were "out of tune with
the times."
DR. CHALMERS will give the Convocation's morning address. Donald
Scberze;, sentor(BA), will introduce Dr.
Chalmers. Scliener is a member of the
April Events Committee.
A Chancellor at Kansas since 1969,
the administrator had worked at Florida
State University since 1957. There he
was professor of psychology, assistant
dean of faculties, and the dean of the
college of arts and sciences.
A panel discussion on the future of

state universities will follow his address.
Dr. George Herman, associate dean of
faculties, will be the moderator.
OTHER PARTICIPANTS will be
State Senator Howard Cook; Charles
Shanklin, member of the Board of
Trustees; John Eriksen, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences; Dr.
Michael Moore, chairman of the Ohio
Faculty Senate; and Karen Olsen, Junior
(Ed.).
Beginning at 2 p.m., the afternoon
program will include official recognition
of President Moore as the University's
seventh president.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice president
for academic affairs, will preside over
the session. It will include greetings
from representatives of the Board of
Trustees, federal, state, and local
governments, and the University's
alumni, faculty, and students.
THE OFFICIAL
greetings will be
del'-ered by Donald Simmons, president
of BG's Board of Trustees; Rep. Delbert
Latta; Charles Kurfees, speaker of the
Ohio House of Representatives; Bowling
Green Mayor F. Gus SUbbie; Don E.
Cook, vice president of the Bowling

Green Alumni Association; Allen Kepke,
Faculty Senate Chairman; and Arthur
Toalston, president of the student body.
Dr. Moore, who became the
University's president last July, will
deliver a major convocation address
following the greetings.
The program is open to the entire
campus community.
A number of
University alumni, friends and others
have also been invited.

meeting was intended as a Joke.
He said he had simply wanted to make
the point that he wouldn't call a Student
Council meeting until he had a chance to
meet with all the members and determine whether or not they are "serviceoriented."
REGARDING THE CHARGE that he
would have "sole responsibility for
allocating the Council budget" Toalston
noted that Student Body officers have
always had control over the funds.
He contended that former president
Roger Coate did not always consult
Council on spending the money, citing
Coate's trip to Las Vegas as an example.
He added that he felt Coate only
consulted Council on money matters in
order to use them as a scapegoat. "He
wanted Council to tell the Yippies 'no', he
didn't want to have to."
On the other hand, Toalston said he
wants to make sure all the students know
where the money is being spent.
ALTHOUGH TOALSTON said he is
ready to go to court anytime-"I know I
can win the case "-he added that he feels
Engleson could have picked a better time
to do this.
"This proves my whole point about
Student Council not spending enough
time on real issues, like the bookstore
situation and keeping the University

open.
"Too often it is concerned with things
that really don't matter, by-passing
many important projects," Toalston
said.
He added that the petition was a
surprise to him. "Engleson has been up
to my office more than any other Student
Council member. I thought he agreed
with and liked our policy," Toalston said.
He called Engleson's charges only
perceptions of the situation and added
that "Engleson has always played both
sides of the fence. I just hope people trust

Personnel on the Fact Line are prepared to answer
questions on topics such as food service, housing, financial aid, registration, daily locations and times of

ENGLESON'S PETITION READS:
"During the week of April 18.1971, Art
Toalston, newly elected Student Body
President, called a perpetual Student
Council meeting without giving written
notice to every member of Student
Council. As this is a violation of Article
five. Section five of the Student Body
Constitution, the Court should rule
against the legislation exercised by the
executive branch of student government
until a regular meeting of the Student
Council is held."

Rally memorializes
Cambodia invasion
The first large-scale anti-war rally of
the year, commemorating the anniversary of the 1970 Cambodia incursion, will be held this evening at 7
in Memorial Hall.
The rally will follow six hours of
outdoor workshop activities today, and is
scheduled as a unified call for the end of
U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia.
Dr. John P. Scott, psychology

Just the facts, ma'am...
Campus Fact Line, a new telephone information
service (372-2445), went into effect yesterday in hopes of
improving internal communications on campus.
The University-installed information service will be
manned by a group of students interested in answering
questions quickly and accurately and helping students
solve problems.

me more than that implied."

meetings, events, happenings ■"« °anipus rumors.
IF THE ANSWER to a particular question is not immediately available, the caller will be asked to leave a
name and number where he can be reached. As soon as
the information is obtained the caller will be contacted.
Initially the Fact Line will be in operation from 8 a.m.
to midnight on weekdays, noon to 2a.m. on Saturdays, and
noon to midnight on Sundays.
\,
If there is sufficient. interest and use of the line it may
be extended to a 24-hour service.

professor, Dr. William Reichert, political
science professor. Dr. L. Edward Shuck,
director of the International Center, and
Rev. Ross Miller, of the United Christian
Fellowship Center will be among those
addressing the crowd in Memorial Hall.
THEDAY'SWORKSHOPS, to be held
on the inner campus lawn, will deal with
a wide variety of topics, including
"Morality in the Context of War," "A
Woman's Role in Achieving Peace,"
"Decisions About u> Draft." and "The
Danger of political passivity "
More than 30 professors and students
will conduct the workshops from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. A day care center in the Union
for mothers attending the workshops will
be manned by the Women's Liberation
group.
In the event of rain the workshops will
be moved to the International Center,
where room assignments in other
buildings will be posted.
The evening rally was originally
scheduled for the steps of Williams Hall,
but a ruling passed last year forbids the
use of loud speakers on the inner campus
after 7 o.m
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news Lerrers

girls' state
For a number of years, the self-appointed guardians of
our American Birthright-the American Legion and the
American Legion Auxiliary - have conducted summer
sessions in citizenship In the various states of the nation.
For a week each year, the top boys and top girls in each
high school In the state spend a week at Boys' State or
Girls' State, learning how great America is, and how to be
a good American.
In the past few days, however. It has become apparent
that these super patriots feel that disabled persons don't
deserve to take part in their "Instant-American"
propaganda course.
A Columbus teenager last month was selected by her
high school teachers as the school's representative to
Girls' State. According to her friends, she's a happy,
healthy, bubbly girl-and excellent student, and an allaround nice person. She has, however, been blind since
birth.
On these grounds, the state American Legion Auxiliary
rejected her application, and, after an appeal, the national
office upheld their ruling.
The Auxiliary's excuse? They contend the program is
so physically demanding that a handicapped person
couldn't possibly keep up with everyone else.
It would be wise for these latter day Susan B. Anthonies
to open their eyes and see what America is really about.
There are a vast number of brilliant people in this
country who are not blessed with perfect health, and
perfect physical conditions.
But they are Americans too.
To restrict participation in this exercise of "citizenship" on the grounds of physical disability seems to go
against the creed of equality that the country was founded
on.
Hypocrisy lurks in strange places

students stress peaceful week
As a student here at BG I have often
enjoyed the graffitti written on the
sidewalks and on the buildings. But now
I am scared because the graffitti I have
seen recently seems to say "Kent 70,
BCSU 71". It Is as though certain people
expected and or wanted violence here at
BG.
But I ask you to consider what
violence would bring with it. Consider
the possibility of a quarter ending early
with no grades and no credits. Consider
Seniors going on to jobs or graduate
school who would not graduate. Consider
that closing may mean no refund of fees.

"I've gotta stop smoking grass.
It makes me paranoid."

james b. smith
gienn d waggoner
richa.dc.be.gen.an
cynthia a. suopis
Steven I. brash
harold a. brown
brian I. stettens
richard w. price
nchard a. reiter
phihp a. stickney

Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hail
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By Arthur Hoppr
National Columnist

attitudes in the American public and
mould the minds of our little children.

Is nothing sacred? Now the grasping
Hollywood moguls in their greedy pursuit
of the almighty dollar arc callously
betraying their public responsibilities.
"Major segments of the American
motion picture industry," reports the
New York Times, "are turning away
from the detailed exploration of sex in
feature films."
The reason? What else? "Declining
box office receipts."
Box office, box office, box office! Is
that all Hollywood ever thinks about?
How can these movie tycoons be made to
realize that their prime duty is not to
make a buck; it's to promote healthy

ONLY A FEW are left now in
Hollywood who still dare speak up for the
good old American sexy movie. One is
my friend, Mark De Sade, the script
writer. But the scene the other day
between him and Producer Warner B.
Metro of Wonder Studios ("If it's a good
picture, it's a Wonder") all but dashes
hope that sanity will prevail.
De Sake: Well. W.B.. what do you
think of my script, "Lust in the Dust'"'
Not bad, eh?
W.B.I chewing on a cigar i: In a word,
it stinks.
De Sade (frowning): But it's a great
opening scene.
There's our heroine,
Hotlips Hortense, a typical young
nymphomaniac. She's lying naked as a
jaybird, squirming on the grass, see,
while her lover, a hump-backed midget..
W.B.: Hold it! First off, you gotta
change her name to Penelope. Second,
put her in a Mother Hubbard. Third, she
isn't squirming, she's embroidering
homilies. Last, replace the midget with a
nice collie dog.
De Sade (shaking his head): A collie?
I don't mind sexing a picture up. But I'm
against perversions.
W.B.: I don't want you to sex it up,
you idiot. I want you to unsex it down.
We're now calling it. "Penelope of Shady
Lawn Farm." Rated G-plus.

All The Fried Chicken
You Can Eat

Man's Style $7.50 Credit ■
Lady's Style $5.00 Credit
Bring Your Old Ring To

ministration building seeks to destroy
what you have sweated and worked for,
and that is a chance at a betlr. He. He
seeks to destroy the one chance you may
have to make a success of your life.
When he throws his bomb he spits in your
face. He doesn't care that this is your
university and this is your future.
If we are to end the war in the name of
PEACE let us do it through peaceful
means. Peace will never be heard above
the shouts of violence and the ears of
those who die on campus can never hear
when the world will finally be «. !'eace.
Will C. Mechling
150 Bromfield Hall

that BG is going to rereive a lot of outsiders in these next few weeks. Will the
school close? Will we be gassed? Will we
be shot?
We cannot let our university become a
battlefield, but a sounding block. We
cannot be manipulated into actions we
would not ordinarily take We've got to
get our heads together and show the
establishment that we are responsible
enough foi our opinions to be valued.
We must support our University-not
outsiders who may be coming for the sole
purpose of closing us, which would in
turn, silent our grievances. If we close,
there is nothing we can do. We, too,
become outsiders. If we remain open wt
can work together as a unit to make
ourselves heard.
Remember last spring and remember
the mistakes-everyone's mistakes.
Don't let them bring a replay here.
Support our University.
For if you
neglect it now. we will have nothing.
Kathy Smith
Sandy Mueller
215 McDonald West

Hollywood sells out!

Broke?
Want A Class Ring?
Trade-in Your
High School Ring.

It's spring!
You can see it
everywhere on campus. Spring brings a
newness of life, energy and emotion.
For the past few years, spring has
brought another factor to college campuses-revolt. A massive revolt against
anything; the cause all too often
overlooked.
Why in the spring? Why not earlier in
the academic year when we can prove
that our demands are feasible? I suppose
because no one-not even the radicalshas enough energy at other times of the
year.
This spring may prove to be a
memorable one for Bowling Green. Yes,
our "conservative" BG has been chosen
as the vocal point for a replay of last
year's Kent tragedies. There is rumor

ur man hoppei

An Independent Studer I Voice

°'
managing editor
newsediioi
coitonal cdiloi
lssuf
al'lo'
SP°'IS editor
photo editor
copy editoi
business manager
advertising manager

realize that violence breeds only violence
and in violence the innocent suffer far
more than those who incite the violence
There are some that will tell you that
violence is the only way to achieve an end
to the war. I answer this by saying that
violence in the name of peace is like a
rubber in the name of virginity. One trite
cliche in exchange for another trite
cliche.
If violence breaks out on this campus,
far more will be hurt than could be
helped. If violence breaks out let it be us,
the students who have the, most at stake,
be the ones to quelch the violence.
I ask you to consider that the man who
throws a fire-bomb into the ad-

remember last spring

■me BG news
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Consider spending an extra quarter here
and spending more money which many of
us don't have. Consider giving up a
summer of work which may mean a
years tuition gone. And lastly consider
what would be gained or lost by campus
violence.
How many more students would die?
How much property and how many
buildings would be destroyed ?How many
lives and families are going to be affected if we have a riot?
If violence comes tcBG the system has
no choice but to answer it with violence.
But how much blood will it take before we

Served with:
french fries
cole slaw
hot roll & butter

$1.49

De Sade I aghast): But what about the
message I'm trying to deliver? The
message that sex is a warm, gentle,
rewarding human activity which. . .
W.B.:
You got a message, call
Western Union. You're a year behind the
times, De Sade. Sex is out.
De Sade (pleading): But what about
tradition, W.B.? Don't forget, sex is what
made this studio great. Think of the
millions of common, decent American
sex-lovers whose dimes and dollars
created the tinsel-land of Hollywood.
You owe them something.
W.B.: We're not running a charity.
We're pushing what sells. And it ain't sex
any more.
De Sade | desperately): Then think ot
the kids out there, W.B. Do you want
them growing up not knowing what a
female body looks like, not understanding the joyousness of an ideal
sexual relationship; not. . .
W.B.: We're not running a school
either. Now get to work and unsex this
script down or. . .
De Sade (gallantly): I refuse! My
artistic integrity is at stake. I must
consider my duty to my public, particularly to the youth of America and
their need to know.
W.B. (angrily): I'll blackball you for
this, you trouble-maker! And as for the
kids, they'll grow up just like us.
De Sade (sadly): Heaven help them

plea from kent
On May 4 1970, one of my closest
friends, plus three other students were
shot and killed. It will soon be the anniversary of their deaths.
In respect to them I along with many
of my brothers and sisters at Kent State
University, urge you to stay away from
our campus. We wish to pay our respect
to them in the solitude of our family.
We have heard that many individuals
from all over are planning a visit to our
campus during the first week of May.
Some feel their presence will be of value
to us.
Although your intentions are
geared in a positive direction, we wish to
hold our ceremonies in privacy. To those
"innocent bystanders" permeated with
curiosity, please hesitate before you
flaunt your insensitivity.
I ask you to step into our shoes for a
moment. Think. Would you welcome a
multitude of people at this time only to
satisfy the newspapers and be captured
by the ignorant newsman's camera?
We have had perennial "tourists"
here all year.
Your concern is appreciated, but if it is sincere and you
want to pay your respect, I beseech you
to take your privacy and give us ours.

all!

RING DAY
Date April 28
Time

10-3

Place

Univ. Bookstore

RING DAY RING DAY
RING DAY
TRADE-IN GOOD ON RING DAY ONLY

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

'ALL YOUR TROUBLES ARE OVER!"

Susan Roth
Kent State V.
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Hof defends alumni gift use
By Deaals Seeds
James E. Hof, Director of
Alumni Affairs, has issued a
written reply to the demands
of the Alumni for Responsible
Progress for re-evaluation of
alumni contributory programs.
In their letter to Hof, the
Alumni for Responsible
Progress charged that most
alumni are unaware their
contributions are turned over
the the non- Universityaffiliated BGSU Foundation,
.Inc., which invests the funds.
The Foundation was accused in the letter of holding
certain"polluter type" stocks.
These stocks, however,
were sold last October at a
net loss of $6,866.04, said Hof.
The Foundation still holds It
•hares of Allied Chemical,
which is gift stock and has
restriction on its sale, and 100

shares of Chrysler Corp.
HOF ADDED, "It is my
opinion that the majority of
alumni are aware that their
donations are received by the
Foundation. One only needs
check a contributor's card- to
note the statement 'Please
make the checks payable to
the Bowling Green State
University Foundation, Inc.'"
"The Foundation is a nonprofit organization,..", Hof
continued, and "shall exercise
all of the rights, privileges,
immunities, powers, franchises and authority of a nonprofit corporation..."
"It is true that Foundation
funds are invested," stated
Hof.
"Through these investments it is possible to
provide scholarships for many
University students and it is
possible to assist the
University in many of its

Thirty students discuss
plans for co-op store
By Mar) Blakr
H.-wh.to kr JO. Flatfla

heave ho!

After the upheavals of winter, railroad workers
take time to repair the holes at various railroad
tracks in the city. Some of the streets have been
shut down to one lane, but that's a sma II price for
smooth tracks.

Evaluations measure
students attitudes
• from page 1
However, if a student
really wants a recommendation he usually obtains
if from someone he is certain
will give him a good rating, he
said
He seldom takes
chances with someone he
doesn't know.
Neither Dean Paulsen nor
Dr. James G. Bond, vice
president of student affairs,
knew when the policy of
student evaluations was
begun.
DEAN PAULSEN SAID
the University had been using
some sort of evaluation ever
since she came here, although
the form itself has been
revised several times in the
past few years.
Originally, evaluations
were made by hall directors,
but the University was forced
to switch to RA evaluations

KSU painting
white numbers
oi building roofs
Kent 0. - Maintenance
men were painting numbers big white ones- on the tops of
buildings at Kent State
University last week.
When reached by telephone
Gene Williams of The Kent
Stater editorial board said the
numbers had always been
there but "now they're about
three times bigger."
He
added that they had been
painted in bright white.
Williams said a KSU vicepresident reported the Board
of Regents had ordered the
painting of all state property
for "inventory purposes."
Dr. James Bond, BGSU
vice president of student affairs, said he knew of no such
ruling and doubted if the
Regents had the power to do
so.
"Our buildings have not
been painted," he said, "and
we have no plans to do so."

about seven years ago when
the number of students living
in dormitories became too
large for hall directors to
handle personally, she said.
Although students have
complained in the past that
the evaluations are an invasion of privacy, Dr. Bond
maintained that the forms are
not "snooper cards."
"I can't think of any way
they can be used against a
student," he said.
According to Deant-aulsen,
98 per cent of the evaluations
are favorable. The other two
per cent aren't necessarily
detrimental. They Just aren't
adequate evaluations,she
said.
Only the dean and
associate and assistant deans
of students have direct access
to the files, she said. Not even
the student can see what has
been written about him,
although the deans will "interpret" his file for him.
SHE SAID there is too
great a danger that the
s'udent would misunderstand
what his been written about
him if he were permitted to
read the file itself.
The deans, on the other
hand, have been trained to use
records and are capable of
recognizing patterns and
directions of behavior, she

explained.
Miss Keller added that
denying the student direct
access to his file also serves as
a protection to the RA.
The student can request the
information in his file not be
given out to employers.
However, the file would still
be used as a counseling tool
for the deans.
"WE WOULD NEVER do
this at all if the information
was available to everyone,"
Dean Paulsen said. "It would
be too easy to misinterpret."
Miss Keller stressed the
positive aspects of the
evaluation, claiming the
records are kept solely to help
the students.
"Of course, there is the
question of should we or
shouldn't we, is it our business
or isn't it," she added. "But
we consider this helpful for the
student, not a hindrance."
Although Dean Paulsen
indicated her office will
continue to use some form of
student evaluation next year,
the form itself will probably
be revised, elimating all
material that isn't "pertinent."
Pertinent or not, the
evaluations are on file and will
stay there until three or four
years after the student has
graduated.

About 30 students met
Monday night to discuss plans
and form committees for the
proposed book and clothing coop in Bowling Green.
The co-op will be a nonprofit organization run by
students for students and will
sell everything from books to
clothing.
The student will set his own
price on what he wants to sell
and will be able to buy books
at the manufacturers list
price. The c^op eliminates
the middle man who must
raise the price of books to
make a profit.
According to Dave I«fko,
sophomore) A&S),chairman of

Justice Dept.
will appeal
wiretap ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Justice Department said
yesterday it will appeal to the
Supreme Court the ruling by
an appellate court that the
government may not wiretap
domestic groups suspected of
subversion without advance
court approval.
The decision to appeal,
announced by Solicitor
General Erwin N. Griswold,
was not unexpected. If left
standing, the Sixth Court of
Appeal: ruling would undermine one of the basic
wiretap policies of the Nixon
administration.
The appeals court at
Cincinnati had upheld the
ruling of U.S. District Judge
Damon Keith of Detroit, who
rejected the government's
argument that the president
and his attorney general have
the authority to use electronic
surveillance against U.S.
citizens in so-called national
security cases.

the program, any excess
money will be channeled back
into the co-op.
"This
program was initiated around
the student to serve the
student," he told the group.
"BUT WE CAN only have a
co-op if the students are
willing to unite and work to get
it started."
Lefko said he talked to a
number of students whc said
they were in favor of the
project but the turnout at the
meeting was far less than he
expected.
Committees were formed
to work on publicity,
management, and finances.
Building locations are being
checked out and there is a
possibility of having the store
on
campus if space is
available.
A rock concert and a
rummage sale are being
planned to raise money to
start the co-op. Also there are
donation booths in front of
University Hall and Williams
Hall where representatives
will give out information and
answer any questions.
According to Mark
I.
Potter, sophomore (A&S), cochairman of the project, the
new store will affiliate with a
national organization of co-ops
to get any benefits that are
available for members.
POTTER ALSO said the
new store may merge with the
Food for Thought Co-op, a
health food store at 110 West
Wooster, for management
purposes. However, the co-op
will not subsidize the student
store.
The legal aspects of setting
up the store, such as securing
licenses, are being taken care
of by local lawyers.
Persons interested in
working on the committees to
get the co-op started should
notify either Dave Lefko, 3725236, or Mark Potter 3724138.

projects and programs."
Stocks and bonds have
been desirable investments,
said Hof, since they will
provide not only security but
the best growth and profit
margins.

"The Foundation has
historically voted its stock
proxies," explained Hot.
"Proxies have been cast with
management as an indication
of confidence in the firms with
whom we share ownership."
Hof said the Foundation
HOF DISAGREED with "encouraged" CAVE, the now
the charge that the Foun- defunct environmentaldation has refused to vote its activist group, in its attempt
stock proxies at annual to secure the proxies for use in
stockholder meetings ac- fighting corporate polluters
cording to its right as a from the inside.
stockholder.
The Foundation last vear

refused, however, to grant
CAVE the proxy votes.
The poll, demanded by the
alumni group, of alumni attitudes toward the Foundation's investment policies
would be impossible to
complete immediately, said
Hof.
However. Hof stated that
he would be happy to present
the poll presentation to the
Alumni Board at its June
meeting.

Tower dorm rates
near lowest in Ohio
By Chris Flowers
Staff Reporter
Room and board rates for
the University's new Offenhauer towers are cheaper
than a double room in any
other state university.
Robert G. Rudd, director of
residents! services, explained
that although the Offenhauer
complex rates are the highest
here, they will be among the
lowest in university housing in
Ohio.
He
attributed
the
University's lower costs to the
recent switch in housing and
board plans.
Bowling Green also has the
lowest board fee, $490 for
three quarters. Miami is the
most expensive at S690 yearly.
THE UNIVERSITY'S total
cost for room and board
ranges from f 1,005 to $1,096 for
double rooms and $1,230 to
$1,305 for single rooms.
Three state universities,
Kent, Miami and Ohio State,
have not set final fees for the
coming fall quarter pending
the state legislature's decision
on an "across the board"
salary increase for state
employees.
Their tentative fees for
board and double rooms are:
Miami, $1,140; Kent, $1,128
to $1,164; Ohio State, $1,170 to
$1,236.
Rudd explained that the
proposed salary increase

Nichols
Clothiers

would not affect Bowling
Green's room and board rates
since they have already been
set for the coming year.
He did say, however, that
the University mav yet be
forced to raise thegeneraland
instructional fee.
THE MAIN REASON the
University's room and board
charges have remained at the
same level is due to the
change in board and housing
policies which are bastrl on
the amount of food consumption and the relative age
of each dorm, Rudd said.
The University of Cincinnati has a new food plan

which allows students to
choose from three set price
levels: for 20 meals per week
the yearly cost is ,C09; IS
meals, $570; and 10 meals,
$552.
Rudd noted that although
there is a significant drop
between prices for 20 meals
and 15 meals per week, there
is little difference between the
15 and 10 meal plan.
He said that the initial
dormitory preferences of
incoming freshmen have been
for Offenhauer Hall.
However, Rudd believes the
new complex will be filled by
upperclassmen.

Toalston urges peaceful campus
While rumors of a spring
shut-down circulate around
the campus, Art Toalston,
student body president, is
making plans for the continuation of an "open and
peaceful University."
Toalston said he feels that
there is no leadership on
campus for students who want
the University to remain open
He said he intends to fill that
role.
By Thursday Toalston said
he hopes to have the main
organization of his plan underway. He wants to have a
number of people passing out
flyers which urge students to
"join the committee for a

peaceful, open and free
University."
According to Toalston,
posters
will
appear
proclaiming "There's power
to the peaceful" and "Spring
is a time for peace."
Toalston also said a
petition will be circulated
stating that "we stand Ni.fwar
of an open and peateiul
University."
A goal has been set at
10,000 signatures and Toaslton
said it is "super-important
that everyone sign it."
He added that if violence
should occur "there is nothing
we can do really-just keep
talking non-violence."

Formal Wear
Headquarters
in North-West Ohio

Excellent Service
Perfect Fit

52 Models To
Chose From
Including:
Edwordicns,
Flare
Bottoms

ALPHA CHI's
thank their great
trikers for
peddling off

6 Colors In
Ruffle Shirts

with first place!

Our Sincere Thanks
To all those who gave
us assistance and help
during and after the fire
The Brothers of
Phi Kappa Tai

NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
109 S. Mail Bol Bowling Green
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Fix-up scheduled
for migrant clinic
ByJoanGetU
The facilities shown here
provided medical service last
year for 1400 migrant
workers.
The migrant i clinic is
located in the basement of the
County Health Building, and is
slated for a "paint-up fix-up"
program by volunteers being
organized by former student
body president Roger Coate
and the Wood County Opportunity Center.
Coate says that there is
"much to be desired" in the
way of reconstruction and
cleaning up. The program is
designed to call attention to
specific problems and to solve
them by group action.

Poorly-lit hallways connect examination,
waiting and supply rooms.

COATE EXPLAINED
that the rooms used to
examine the migrant workers
are greatly in need of partitions.
"Presently, all of the
doctors, nurses, workers, and
sometimes' translators are
crowded into one room," he
said. "Dividers would greatly

ease the problem of overcrowding."
He added that some of the
storage rooms could easily be
cleared and converted into
more i usable space. A new
pharmacy may also be constructed.

specific groups," explained
Coate, "and then from there
we can organize a steering
committeee."
Presently, -Njut 1*50 in
funds have beJ?.ei onated to be
used for paint, tools, and
material.
"This migrant work
project will probably last until
the end of the quarter," said
Coate, "or until we bet all of
the necessary problems taken
care of."
Acting
health
commissioner James Coy said he
hopes the county health offices
will eventually be moved into
the old county rest home,
where facilities would have
much more room.

POOR
LIGHTING,
cracked walls, peeled paint
and exposed heating pipes
are some of the main targets
of the program.
"Volunteer help is badly
needed," said Coate, "and
students who would like to
work in the areas of painting,
carpentry, plumbing and
construction are urged to
offer- their services."
So far, about 20 adult and
HE 8AID the migrant
student volunteers
are
working on the project, in- center needs more space, and
cluding a few citizens of more money.
The center holds from two
Bowling Green.
to three i clinics each week
A MEETING WILL be held during harvesting seasons,
for all interested persons and is staffed by three doctors
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in the from Toledo.
Perry Room of the Union. "At
this meeting, we'd like to get
all of the volunteers into

Makeshift partitions separate crowded examination rooms.

Moore taps Masterson
as development director

Congratulations

VicfcJ Smith
1971 Kohl Sweetheart
1st runner-up Diane Tober
2nd runner-up Debby Brabbs
3rd runner-up Jan Dickson

Judy Locker

Terese Pahler

Susan Pekruil

Becky Watson

Edgar L Masterson has been named director of
development for the University by President Hollis A.
Moore.
Masterson, a 30-year-old Callfornian, is a former
development director and assistant to the president at
Chico State College.
During the past year he has been on special assignment
at the State University of New York,Albany, where he has
served as assistant to the director of the Chancellor's Panel
on University Purposes, a group appointed by theChancell or ii'SUNY to develop plans and programs for higher
education during the next ten years in New York.
His appointment is effective this summer.He succeeds
Eugen R. Wilson, who last February Joined the development staff of the California Institute of Technology.

Donna Steeley

Air conditioned Apt. For Rent
Valentine 6th St. For
June 15th
S55 month

You're All Sweethearts

Call 352-6258
».-•»!...„, by J.O. F,.dl.

AQUA-LOGS

Exposed

WATERBEDS

plumbing

and

chipped

paint

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

$29^
Limited Time Offer from Distributor for Entire Mid-West Area!!!

UNLIMITED 10-YEAR
GUARANTEE

$300,000
Product Liability

Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds.
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring . . . because Keeptake
guarantee! a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect claritv or replacement assured, The famous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loos
of diamonds from the setting.

King-Sized - 79" X 96"
AUUA-LGGS WATERBED COMPANY
P.O. BPX 15005
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Our king-sized waterbeds measure a
gigantic 79" x 96", are made of Union
Carbide 20 gauge clear plastic vinyl, have
butt sealed seams, have anti-fungicide
treated plastic, and have a Roberts stan-

For further
information
Call: (614)
451-9592
294-7723

ONE WEEK DELIVERY

dard-sized valve. DO NOT DELAY - Send
your certified check or money order for
$29.95 to Aqua-Logs Waterbed Co., P.O.
15005, Columbus, Ohio, for Immediate
delivery.

California
Prices

BEST
BUY
YET

or call yonr campns representative at 352-7151

Clip Coupon and Mail Immediately

CLARITY: Determined by the ab
•nice of small impurities. A per*
feet diamond has no impurities
when examined untler ten power
magnification by a trained eye.
CARAT: A diamond'* sire is
measured in carets. As a diamond
Increases in sire, its price will
Increase even more if the quality
remains constant. But larger diamonds of interior quality may actually be worth leu thah smaller.
perfect diamonds.

The Fraters of
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Send Our Sincere
Congratulations

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quitt rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are* blue, yellow.
brown and black.
CUT: The cut of a diamond—the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter—brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything lets than
correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value.

Openings available
in foreign teaching
It is not too late to sign up for student teaching in
Brazil during the fall quarter. Teaching areas are
available in elementary and secondary fields, and
scholarship funds are available to defray expenses.
Brazil orientation meetings are held on Thursdays
at 7 p.m. in 550-B. Education Building.
The Department of Education is also offering to
graduate students in education a European study tour
of selected educational developments in Italy, Austria,
Switzerland, West Germany, France and Great
Britain.
The tour will be during the first semi-quarter this
summer.
Students interested in either of the programs art
asked to contact Dr. Malcolm Campbell in 550-1
Education Bldg., or call 372-2481

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thouland um" But now that you
know ii'i (or keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and itart learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike. Jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a diamond's sire (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!!!

characterize the facilities of the migrant
clinic.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new stales.
He's in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or. dial free day or
night long distance 800 243 6000.
In Connecticut, call S00-942-06VV

Ksasi

I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send ne* 20 p« booklet. 'Planninf Your Engagement and Wedding"
plui lull color (older and 44 Dg. Bi.de . Book gift offer all lor only 2V.

Marriage:
KatJl) and Phillip IVcllcr
Carolyn and Thomas Bntsky
Cheryl and Ronald Bier
JoEllcn and William Culbcrtson
Engagements:
Jcannic Dolncy and Larry I.orey
Cmda Young and Del 9mith
Doi llaflingcr and Dick Martin
Joan Perry and Neil Martins
Kay Miller and 9tevc Wolfrom
Ginny Dean and Tom llonsa
Becky Putscnbarger. and Rick lit;

S-71

AQUA-LOGS WATERBED COMPANY
P.O. BOX 15005
COLUAABUS,
OHIO
name
address

Enclosed find S29.95 for one king-sized
Aqua-Logs Waterbed to be delivered
postage paid within the Columbus area.
Outside metropolitan Columbus add $1.25
for postage and handling charges.

KEEPSAKE. BOX »•, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK ISXtl
I,.,. I"" »'00 •• I'M*) !••* M..I t„ A. H. IM C.

SAME BED AS THE $60 ONE!!!

clty.statt.ilp

Pinning:
Diane Sulenski and Bob Burns
Paiiy Wright and Bob Kammeyer
I.is Stubs and Doug Blackbom
Cathy Altamiira and Art Russ
Laval icring:
Pat Oswald and Paul Roscnstccl
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'Alternative Society' grows
WASHINGTON (AP) What do you call it when
substantial numbers of bright,
well-educated, upper-middle
class white youths turn their
backs on power, position and
wealth?
Sociologists describe it as
"downward social mobility."
Others say it's the American
Dream in reverse.
Whatever you call it,
sociologists say it is clear that
a number of young Americans
are setting out on a course
almost guaranteed to make
them poorer than their
parents.
Some are dropping out of
straight society altogether
and taking up lives in The

Alternative Society or the
counter-culture. Others are
deliberately seeking lower
paying jobs that provide
enough money to survive but
make minimum demands on
one's time and emotions.
JUST HOW significant the
phenomenon may prove to be
and just how a widespread it
is-no one knows.
"There just isn't any way
to calculate it," said Prof.
Peter L. Berger of Rutgers
University.
"It's only
guesswork and impressions
and one always must consider
the possibility that the impresssions are wrong, but my
hunch would be it's increasing."

Prosecutor cited
in Panther case
American
dream?

Associated Prsss Wlr«pholo

A common inhabitant at Sheep Ridge ranch in Occidental, Calif.,
carries his son out of a make-shift sauna bath. Such communes are a
distinctive life form in the Alternative Society.

'Black Horse1 review

Ethnic play often confusing
By Richard Price
Copy Editor
John Scott's "Ride a Black
Horse" is a curious animal. It
seems to be attempting to
gallop along in two directions
at the same time, resulting in
the expenditure of much
energy for little mileage.
This is not to say the play
goes nowhere at all. But after
watching what is billed as
"the black experience" in
what is familiar as the conventional theater, one is left
with the impression that
either the message and its
medium are incomprtible or
the playwright has emphasized one element at the
other's expense.
Dr
Carlton Molette,
associate professor of drama
at Seeliiian College, Atlanta
has said that plot is incidental
to black drama. He maintains
that this theater form is
dependent
upon
emotionalism, not conflict. It
seems that Scott has
demonstrated the first point
and ignored the second.
IN CARL BI.ANDS the
playwright has created a
character who is memorable
not so much because of what
he docs as what he fails to do.
He is a man who has risen
from the black community
long enough to take on some of
the outward characteristics of
the middle class white.
He has become racially
blurred-half black, half
white-a piece of metal set
equidistant from two equally
powerful magnets. His black
brothers--whose welfare is
Carl's genuine concern-can
see no alternative to violence
to gain their ends. Carl's
white associates try to persuade him to channel his efforts on behalf of his brothers
through the proper "red-tape"
lines.

look at the play as a concise
view of the black situation.
Failing that, he may blame
the playwright for producing a
bad play.
Perhaps Scoti is not concerned with white interpretation. Dr. Molette has
been quoted as saying black
theater is "of, by and for black
people."
Yet it would be unrealistic
to gear a dramatic form to one
racial or ethnic group. While
a play's intent may be
localized, its appeal results
from universal application.
The white man has attended,
and will continue to attend
black theater, not because the
form is keyed to his understanding of the black experience, but because he is
loath to admit that the black
playwright could completely
confound him.
White audiences are bound
to have trouble with the play.
They will recognize Carl's
failure to triumph over his
environment, but because of
their schooling in conventional
theater, they will try to read
the protagonist's defeat as
tragedy.
To be sure, Carl does not
meet
Arthur
Miller's
qualifications of the tragic
figure, who must recongize his
hopeless predicament, but
wlio must consciously and
forecefully assert himself
toward an alternative, no

AUDIO WAS WEAK in
spots, making one lament the
lack of a sound speaker
system
A greater problem was
SCOTT MAY NOT be
trying to create a tragic hero. projection. J.A. Preston
Even if he is, he does not fall (Carl) is an accomplished
far short. Carl does assert Shakespearean actor, undoubtedly used to booming
himself; he makes a choice.
But he does so passively, and speeches. But in portraying a
so late in the play that his character whose emotions are
actions seem to spring from a bottled up inside him for the
JUDGE POWER ordered
sudden realization of the entirety of the first act, and
which emerge in passionate the jury investigation contruth.
From a strictly theatrical speeches infrequently in the
viewpoint, what is maddening second act, some of the most
Caps
about Carl is that he takes so thoughtful speeches in the
long to assert himself in a play were not heard.
The character of Roger
static predicament that his
gowns
late action seems somewhat Robinson (Junior Bonncr) is a
implausible in the context of .brilliant creation, allowing
Candidates
for June
indecision which has plagued this professional to demongraduation
are
strate his amazing versatility
him through out the play.
reminded to order at the
and range.
University Bookstore,
Best student performances
The tendency to see Carl in
Student Services
were
turned
in
by
Ricky
a tragic light may arise from
Building. No cash is
needed
when
the similarity in dramatic Woodrow Wilson (Alfred) as
measurements are
action between this play and the young black who wants to
taken.
Miller's After The Fall. The ride his horse-sans saddle,
Graduation
anpresence of an impartial sans pasture and sans
listener, who is addressed by direction; I^onard Walton,
nouncements will be
the main character while III (Harley) as the inavailable two weeks
scenes are portrayed behind termediary who transcends
before graduation at 20
the
dissent
between
authority
the speaker, is a practice that
cents a piece.
and
militancy;
and
Wm.
has been employed since
Miller popularized it with his Clayton Johnson (Harold).
1964 play.
As
a
multi-media
production, the play accomplished a rapid bombardment of the senses with
Sublet 4man University
slides portraying scenes from
black history.
Courts Apartments

matter how much
assertion
hastens
inevitable disaster.

S7(7)V SOUNDS
IMPROVE GRADLS

that
the

tinned and said it could not
conclude until it heard from
all those who appeared before
the federal grand jury.
Sears met with 23 grand
jurors for two hours after the
judge's order but declined
comment on what decisions
were reached.
If Judge Power is upheld, if
Sears refuses to comply with
the order and if the grand jury
does not request to hear all the
witnesses, then according to
the judge's ruling, the jurors
would be suspended in a donothing posture.
Meanwhile, State's Atty.
Edward
V.
Hanrahan
reportedly appeared at the
grand jury room while Judge
Power was disciplining Sears
in open court before the grand

JuryA NEIGHBORHOOD
newspaper chain reported
Sunday the panel was
prepared to indict Hanrahan
and other top officials on
charges of obstructing justice.
Hanrahan's office
authorized the Dec. 4, 1969
raid in which two Illinois
Panther party leaders, Fred
Hampton, 21, and Mark Clark,
22, were slain.
Neither Hanrahan nor
Conlisk has been available for
comment.

"THE UPSHOT is simple:
There will be a new room at
the top." The way the Bergers
see it ahead may not be so
much a "greening of
America" as a "blueing", as
lower middle class and
working class young move up
to fill the jobs disdained by
youth who started above them
on the social ladder.
Another Berger, sociologist
Bennet Berger ino relation),
the author
of "Looking
for America," drew up this
scenario for the future:
"If we all survive, what
will happen will be what lias
happened to other movements
of this type in the past. Some
will get coopted and changed
and others, some communes.

for example, will become
permanent Utopian communities.
Most will fail
eventually.
"THE BULK of the people
will either resume their
middle class careers or they
will bring something the
country has never seen beforelarge
scale
downward
mobility. The prospect of
really large numbers of
young, well-educated people
not being better off Uian their
parents in unprecedented in
this country."
What that downward
mobility could produce is
proverty, a poverty that in
time would be as oppressive
as any other kind of poverty.
"The young are still insulated from the stigma
normally attached to the lack
of property," Berger said.
"Ten to 15 years fr.-*-> now, as
they get older, it is going to be
different when their peer
groups are no longer students
or part-time students or exstudents."
Then, said Berger, today's
idealistic young dropouts
could well find themselves
cheek-to-jowl with "all sorts of
less glamorous disreputables
... They would become poor
people."

For the May 1st

Military Ball
order your corsages,
nosegays, or
arrangements
from -

The Flower House
428 E. Wooster
Free Delivery

3531045

STARTS TODAY
The perils of a man who
comes face-to-face with himself.

Need A Summer Apartment?

* 40 per month/per man
* Air conditioned
* 1 Block from Campus

toes yoi* no mcilter what.
Send her a BigHug
bouquet, and send it
early. Make Mother's
Day lost o little longer.
Call or visit on FTD
florist today. He'll take
it from there. Delivered
almost anywhere in the
country. A special
ift Al

\f'^i

fl -

° «P»ciol

(#-

I price. For a special
jff
mother. Yours.
V
' '/ UwolV Mllobl. ol fen *•»

Li

Call Gary 372-4851
Mr.MusluoomSays

c^X*

Summer

Hoop Earings
r

\- all colors

»12*>

This is the real conf lict that
Is the basis for conventional
drama, one that causes Carl to
agonize over his few alternatives with an emotion which
is present, but pent up inside a
tortured soul.
From the white vantage,
the black experience is one of
inevitable conflict between the
irresistible force of striving
for a better social station
through assertion of dignityarid the immovable object of a
white-oriented society.
BUT THE WHITE critic
cannot adequately assess the
black experience. He is not a
part of it, he cannot identify
with it, he may not even be
able to define it
His
helplessness may cause him to

CHICAGO (AP) - The
future actions of a special
grand jury investigating the
death of two Black Panthers in
a police raid have been
clouded by contempt citation
against
the
special
prosecuter.
Barnabas F. Sears, 68, the
special prosecutor, is under a
SSO-an-hour, around-the-clock
fine Imposed Monday by
Judge Joseph A. Power after
Sears refused to call more
witnesses before the special
jury. The fine matches Sears'
hourly salary.
Power said he wanted the
special jury to her all witnesses who testified last year
before a federal grand jury
which investigated the police
raid. Sears argued that the
judge had no authority to tell
him or the juorors whom they
should call.

In a New Republic article,
Berger and his wife,
sociologist Brigitte Berger of
Long Island University, said
upper-middle class youth
normally would fill the
scientific, technological and
management jobs needed to
keep the technological society
going.
The fact that they disdain
those jobs does not affect the
society's needs, they said. All
it means is that the Jobs will
have to be filled by someone
else.

v

?V Value to
$2.98,
2 pair $1.50

Murr,.

Send her the
FTD BigHug Bouquet early.
• Ai on Indeotn**-" btjainwmtor, •och ID M«4nb»« FlOr.H wtt h'S cm P' i

109 £. Ulooittr St

SALE

TUKirpU
Mushroom.

BETTER MACHINES ARE AT NORTHWEST YAMAHA
Grand Opening April 3(\ May 1&2 9:00 A.M.-10.00 P.M.
Free Helmet With Every Bike
Better Machines — Better Prices — Better Service

UM tn** ifluwDl

Hear Al frttma.i If.,
(from tht motion
picture "Finian's
Rainbo*"!
iii>g"Thtrt Onct
W*t A M»n -

GfcSftrWfelji
fobert Sampson • Pippa Scott • Sam Groom • Al Freeman Jr. -John Milford «««{.*«•«
USCWRWPHCAMIICHttl

Northwest Yamaha 112 E. Washington - '; Block East
Cf South Main Across From The Car Wash (Formerly
Robert's Fine Foods) Call 352-7609 or 352-2891

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER FRANK R HC0BS0N WRIIIEN 4 DIRECTED BYl»MES F COLLIER

billy brarldlT

Evenings at 7:00 & 530
Sat & Sun Mat
1:308. 4:00 P.M.
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O'Hare: busiest airport in world
ByCraigCovau.lt

Photo by Jom«t Guilford

Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport services more passengers
a year than any other airport in
the nation.

Busy
busy

(Citier/iai)

Howling
(.urn

Tel.

nt-ttn

Now Eve. 7 F.M. Only - Sat Sun Mat. 2 P.M. Only
7 ACADEMY AWARDS
Incd. 'Best Picture * Best Actor

A Boeing 747 guns its
engines, releases its brakes,
then rolls and rolls and rolls,
rears back and flies. The most
advanced airliner in the world
has just taken off from the
busiest airport in the world:
Chicago-O'Hare
International.
O'Hare's reputation as the
busiest airport in the world
doesn't come lightly. On a
normal day 100,000 people,
literally entire cities, will
roar into and out of the Illinois
aky.
Just getting into the control
tower is about an interesting
as watching activities from it.
One immediately finds the
entrance blocked by an
electrically locked door which
sprouts a telephone.
IDENTIFICATION 18
called in by phone and verified
by closed circuit TV. Then
somebody,
somewhere,
pushes a button, the door
buzzes and can be opened.
The procedure must be
repeated before the summit of
the tower can be reached.
Once inside the glassenclosed "cab," O'Hare
almost seems manageable by
the seven controllers who are
totally uninterested In your
presence. Manageable, that
is, until you see a jet ready to
touch down on your left, one
doing the same behind you and
another a 707, taking off
directly below.
While all this is happening
you note another eight or ten
planes in the air overhead.
Understandably, it isn't hard
to find a controller who admits
the action can get hairy.

There Is order, of course, to view from the tower.
THE CONTROLLERS'
the entire operation.
The
procedure of safely guiding an instructions, however, are
aircraft out of O'Hare actually quite similar to those heard up
starts at the Chicago Air- in the cab.
"Zero niner six, initiate
Route Traffic Control Center
located several miles from the
airport in Aurora, IU.
The center's ISO controllers
and battery of computers
provide clearances and routes
for all commerical airliners in
the northern midwest.
LONG BEFORE an airWASHINGTON (AP) craft departs O'Hare, the
Aurora facility furnishes the Volunteer witnesses told an
O'Hare tower with specific informal congressional panel
clearance instructions con- yesterday that while serving
cerning the plane's flight. The as military interrogators they
aircraft's identification and routinely used electrical
clearance instructions are telephone hookups and
helicopter drops to torture and
copied on a strip of paper.
From this point the ship will kill Vietnamese prisoners.
One Army intelligence
make a full circuit of the
various controllers In the cab. spicialist said the pistol
It will go to the ground slaying of his Chinese incontroller who will give the terpreter was defended by a
aircraft instructions on what superior who said, "She was
taxiway to use, when to stop just a slope anyway,"
and when to move. It will stop
THE WIZARD OP ID
at the controller who okays the
plane's movement onto the
active runway, and finally at
SIRE, THERE'S A
the controller who will give
LEA< IN IbCR Gfriief!.
the plane's crew actual
takeoff instructions.
Once the takeoff is made,
the strip of paper is dropped
down a chute to the radar
room located on the first floor
of the tower. As the aircraft
climbs, it will be picked up by
the O'Hare radar and guided
through other airborne traffic
to its assigned cruising
altitude and route.
The scene In the radar
room in somewhat more
solemn. Totally dark except
for the eerie green glow of
eight radar screens, the room
offers a stark contrast to the

immediate 40 degree right for
traffic. United seven sixtyfour, turn 30 degrees left for
approach, report airport in
sight."
The instructions flow

meaning she was an Asiatic.
The unsworn testimony of
five Vietnam veterans was
offered before an unofficial
war crimes inquiry headed by
Rep. Ronald Dellums (DCalif.) which has no official
standing and no subpoena
power.
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Tastee Freez
We have vanilla and
chocolate daily.
Our cones are filled
from the bottom up.
Choice Of Six Hot Sandwiches
Open 7 Days A Week

•*,•■ h D***' •»•<■;

Color by DC LUXE* (V.NAV.I-ON*
OVlQlNAl lOUKDTRACM "KCOMOlllJ ON COLUMBIA XCONDl

10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
1040 N. Mail

Relax In 'Rocking Chair* lumluri:
nnwIillR
-Jreeii

At The

5< to 25c cones
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Push like hell Brothers
and Sisters

l,et's

Tel.

ISMMI

Eve. at 7:3C, 9:30 - Sat. Sun Cont from 2 P.M.

Where haue you been.
Brother John... and what
are you doing here now?

Applications are available for: Student Body; secretary,
treasurer, prosecuter; Traffic court, student court,
public relations director In 405 Student Services Bldg
The movie "Biological Procedures In Elrrtrao
Mlrrasropy" will be shown in 112 Ijfe Science Bldg ,il I IKI
pen
French Club will meet in front of Shatzel Hall alt b pm
Reminder not to foget the cooking, lesson for those with
ticket* only

B.O. optm at 8:00
Cartoon* at 9:00
Fr.. Sot, Sun Only

Visiting I.e. turn In statistic- I)r Eugene I uh.i. Professor of Mathematics and Director of the Statistical
laboratory at The Catholic University of America, will
lecture on 'What Is Probability''" Sponsored jointly by
the Department of .Quantitative Analysis and Control and
The Department of Mathematics
Room 220.
Mathematical-Science Building at 7:30 pm Free and open
to all Interested students and faculty
Attention Horsemen: There will be an organizational
meeting Wednesday April 2B at 8 00 pm in Room 20
Shatzel Hall for all those interested in forming a Horseman's Club.

Riders Needed to Indianapolis
or I Indiana Univ. Aonl 30 Call
Julie 2-1528
2 girls need ride to Notre
Dame. Fri Call Jean 2-5123
Hide Needed-Ithaca NY. or
area Apr 29 or 30 for two, 3725372
.
Need ride to Kentucky Derby
Friday Will share expenses

Call

Bonnie

LOST

2-4920
FOUND

UIXT-Brown CPO Jacket at
Intramural Field-REWARD
2-1(40
IOST 1M9 Girls H.S. Ring
Front of Conklin If found call
2-4920 or 2-3294
Billfold LOST April 21 at
Gigolo. Please Mail Contents
to Terry Lee. 312 E. Merry St
or Call 3544723
LOST-Gold Wedding Band344-1331

Fri & Sun at 11:15 Sat of 9

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER
AS
IT ACTUALLY HAPPENED

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR
STUDENTS Australia.
Europe, So. America Africa,
Etc. All professions and occupations, $700 to $3000
monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime, sightseeing. Free
information Write TWA
Research Service, Box 55JI-B.
San Diego CA 92105
PERSONALS

BROTHER jam

Congratulations to our new
"active" sisters. Sue Dtdion.
and Vicki Roston L a L The
ADPis

a vNadleigh-maurice, ltd. production
lechhicolor® from warner bros.
Fri & Sun at 9 Sot at 12

ratlL IMEWMaiV
just bugs the Establishment as

2 super singletons will make a
GREAT doubleton! Congrats
Judi
*
Den -Guanai
SPECIAL-choice of spag.
iserv.i or veal par ll servi
Each served with small
Italian salad and homemade
bread II 25 at Ye OUe nzza
Pub. 5 30-7.00
RECORDS! Oldies' 29.000 in
Stock. Send IS cents for 2,000
listing catalog. Mail Orders

IN VIETNAM in the spring
of 1968, Osborn said he twice
traveled on U.S. Marine
helicopters when Vietnamese
were dropped to their deaths
to frighten other suspects
aboard into telling all they
knew about enemy acuvities.

CLaSSIFIED
gel

it

together:

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Hide needed to Exit 14 353-9563

interrogation menstruated
profusely.
Another witness, Kenneth
B. Osborn, 25, said he was
trained at Ft. Holabird, Md.,
as a spy handler.

by Brul parkar and Johnny hart

LIFE will meet in 201 Hayes at 7 00 pm

"BETA 500"

information resulted.
Michael Uhl, a former
lieutenant who supervised
teams of questioners said the
unspoken rule was, "I don't
care how you get the information, just so you get it."
Uhl said he served with the
American Division in 1968
when
he witnessed Vietnamese civilians wired up to
electrical field telephones.
In one case, he said, the
"crank was turned for so
long," that a woman under

THEY SAID Americans
who dealt with prisoners or
Vietnamese civilians were
encouraged to use any degree
of torture just so intelligence

April 28. 1971 Wednesday

A MAN YOU'LL NEVER FORGET..

troller must be able to take it
up and down, guide it left and
right and speed it up and slow
it down.
He can't afford to be
wrong.

Vets tell of interrogations

TKE's and KD's
ARE GETTIN IT
TOGETHER
FOR THE

smoothly from voices which
occasionally betray a hint of
emotion.
Green dots on a screen can
represent a $24 million Jet
carrying 300 lives. The con-

JUNIORS-LAST CHANCE.
PLACEMENT
OFFICE
NEEDS INFO. FROM YOU
NOW TO GET YOU A JOB
AFTER GRADUATION. IF
YOU HAVENAI.READY.
MEET TODAY AT I pm IN
210 MATH SCIENCE BLDG .
OR 3pm IN 105 HANNA HAIJ.

FOR

Men rooms single « double
now, June and Septmeber 3531241

SALE

OR

RENT

URGENT-need 4 bodies to
sublease apt for summer. U
Courts, air cond , furnished
352-7139
Burned out Phi Tau needs any
type off-campus housing for
rest of Quarter Call Jeb 3722996 between 12-5
Wanted Starting Fall apt for 4
girls close to campus 352-0797
or 372-5723

Apt to be subleased for
summer 1 or 2 man Thurstln
Manor right across street
from McDonald Quad 352-6123

Chis-Thanks for a ravingflaming tea-- it was the
wildest! i Just ask McDermottl The Mil's

Apt June paid air-cond Pool
Phone $100 for summer 3526684
after
5
Greg

Who couldn't believe in
CORNIQUIA'
Congratulations on your
engagement. Sandy McCarthy! Your DG Little. Ellen

Apt to sublet-completely
furnished, gas air conditioning
& Kitchen, only have to pay
electricity, two bedrooms
June rent paid call 332-7323
CHEAP' Need 1 Gu-1 to sub
apt. Winthrop S l (50 Mo aircond 352-7851
Married couple, graduates
and working, desire unfurn
home or flat ( prefer 2 bedrms. I to rent-lease and improve
upon. Referrences furnished
354-1755 after 6 pm

King size water matress $39
ppd.
Finest
quality.
Guaranteed.
Manufacturer
seeks local distributor.
Contact Steve Boone, In- 1 M. rmmate May 1. Greendustrial
Fabrics view 352-73(9
INUDUSTRIAI. Fabrics Ins.,
735 South Fidalgo Street. Wanted Unfurnished apartSeattle Washington, 98106 206- ment for Fall quarter Within 2
miles of campus Call 372-5549
7634911
Gordy isn't easy-He's never
hard, but he's not easy
Congratulations to Janey
Kogmeuuki for wirining the
Alpha Espsilon PI Pitta
Raffle Sunday

Free June Rent for air cond
apartment for summer two
men needed Call 351-7166 after
5 pm
1 female to sublet apt for
summer 3524147

Gamma Phi PedaUers-No. 2
on the trophy; No. 1 with me!
'Barb

Sublet a new a.c. apt for
summer qtr. 'i block from
campus $50-mo. 352-7221

Want help' Call 2-20(1
Counseling Center,
320
Student Services

Male roommate wanted for
apartment In CLEVELAND
area starting in June 352-0518

All you can eat! MondayChicken
Dinner
$1 64.
Tuesday-Spaghetti $1 39,
Wednesday-Fish Dinner $149
These weekly specials are
only at Howard Johnson's 1(30
E.
Wooster

4-man air cond. apt-summer
sublet CHEAP!' 3524458

Thanks to the roarin' Roo
Rah s for a fantastic lea Alpha

OU
Moll) Musez. Get High for the
Beta-Hey. Hey Go-Phi Mu-

4-man air cond Valentine Apt
to sublet for summer Cheap
Call 352-8671

Congratulations to the Phi Tau
Cagers on winning the Hunners-up Trophy in the Ohio
Greek IntrMriural Tour-'
nament
at
O S U.-The
Brothers

Due to unavoidable or*
cumstances there will be no
more Phi Tau SMOKERS this
quarter

Skin problems' New Product
now offered on open market
after 15 years of clinical
testing If interested Call 352M41

1*2-3-4 persons to rent air
conditioned apt for summer
June FREE Call 352-7949

2 male roommates needed for
Fall. Winter Spring Qtr. 71-71
Call 352-O905

Filled RECORD CENTER.
1895 W. 25th Cleve Ohio FAICON SQUARE APTSSUMMEH RATES BEGINRecord Tapes
NING AT $110 oo per MONTH
BEYOND THE ORDINARY .154-8845
Custom Engagement Rings by
PHILIP MORTON, Con- For Rent-2 Bedroom home in
mins
from
temporary Jeweler 112 W. Bradner-15
Campus
(69-2532
Wooster

1

Sublease (or summer cheap1
Apt 7. 707 6th st Call 3524115

3 bdrm Varsity Sum. sublease
1150 bonus Inquire JJ24374

APTS FOR RENT CALL 3529371 or 354-7731
i.irl needed for apt summer
352-7124
Apartments & Rooms summer
Across from campus Ph. 35273(5
1-2-3 M or F to sublease
summer apt walking dist Ph
352-9313
Beat the summer weather'
Sublease an air conditioned
apartment across from McDonald West. Available for
the summer and the rest of
next school year Call 352-6132
Furn apt for summer sessions
1 block from campus Phone
352-0661
Fall tree room and board in
exchange for babysitting and
light housework Must love
children Call 352-0815
Brand new deluxe 2 bedroom
apts available for lease from
June 15.1971 to August 31,1971
furnished carpeted gas heat
and air conditioning $160 per
month all utilities paid except
electricity Ph 353-7381
ATTENTION'
Married
.Couples' Need housing'' We
welcome you' Stadium View
Apts 352-50(8
Summer free room & board in
exchange for babysitting and
light hosework. Must love
children Call 352-0815
Need 3rd person Male in three
bedroom apt for sumer June
rent paid. Call Steve or Pete
at 3524237

I M needed to sublet furnished
apt for summer air-cond 3520603
House for summer 3 F (60
monthly air conditioned 352777»
Goya electric guitar & case
New 1550 asking t300 good
deal 353-3795
For Sale Mobile Hone I960
Stewart 10'xW
New gas
furn . shed, skirting, air all
carpet, other extras Exc.
cond 353-1516 before 2:30 pm
and some eves
A Good Buy 66 Chevelle 1775
353-4(04 Ask for Doug
For Sale 1987 Fiat Good
Condition Call 372-5549
4-sale Goya 12-strong $175 ask
fro Jeff 2-58*1
10'x50' mobile home in
Rudolph, 6nu south of Bowling
Green, fully furnished $2500
Ph 686-4822
l'J70 Suzuki 50cc k Accessories
Call 35349(2 Make offer
Wood Milk Crates-Make
Furniture etc 15 cents each
35349(2
Bell & Howell Super 8 filmsound movie camera slow
motion, zoomlens & Light
attachment 354-70(1 after 5 pm
Antique Double bed-complete
$40.00 Red 9x12 carpel, good
cond 125 00 3544425
69 mobile home 12x50' 6 mi
south, avail June 6(6-4723
1965 Sunbeam Alpine, hardtop
wire wheels call 354-7254
M VW Rebuilt engine good
local transportation call 3525559
For Sale AKC Irish Setters
(4000
Phone J54-McClure
after 5 p.m.
Honda 1(0 Scrambler Top
condition Phone 354-5595
For Sale "(6 Honda 450 (500 or
best offer call 353-9675
'70 Challenger RT Many
Extras Must Sell 354-9705

Roommate wanted tor 71-72 For Sale 61 Ford Galaxie-is
year Winthrop Terrace. Call in good shape Esp the engine
only 50,000 miles-reliable
Karen 353-3321
transportaUon-llOO Call 352Valentine, 1 or 2 males 77(3
summer Jerry 3524150
Chevy II Nova 1963-Good
Apt for rent for summer 2 condition leaving here mid
bedroom air conditioned Call June Must sell before this date
352-7093 after 4 pm Winthrop (900 or best otter Call 352-7(73
between 1-5 pm
South
1 bdrm apt for rent 4 blocks Beautiful new maple rocking
from campus avail. June 351- chair. Leaving BG must sell
before mid June Call 352-7(73
7816 after 4 p.m. cheap
from 1-5 pm
1 br. Greenview apt for
summer quarter 3524641 Vox Amp good condition Call
CHEAP$
after ( pm 3524413

Sublease 4-m apt. summer, lj
block from campus alr-c
reduced rates' 3524095

Air cond. apt. tor summer 14
girls, June paid. 3524645

1 M needed for sum (45 mo
close to campus Tom 353-777$
alters

BEGIN IN JUNE-Room, twin
beds, ground floor, out side
entrance,
for
students
Reasonable rent. Kitchen
privileges Call 353-3401

$106 far the entire summer a
new 4 man furnished apt alr
rondiuoned 3544313

352-5417

Summer Apartment near
campus Air-coral. Best offer

1(66 Porsche 911 Red. 5 speed.
Leather seats am-lm shortwave radio 354-4425
Camper track, serf contained
stove Refrigerator, water,
new Ores, bed, cupboards,
runs food, hesvy duty battery
MMM Phone 354-10(4 any
time
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Antrak disputed
■s May takeover
data approaches
Unhappy onions, organized
passengers,
irate
congressmen and now Ralph
Nader have ganged up on
Amtrak as the corporation
prepares for its May Day
takeover of most intercity
passenger train service.
But despite challenges in
court and on Capitol Hill,
officials for Amtrak, otherwise called the National
Railroad Passenger Corp, are
trying to stay on schedule and
start operations Saturday of a
network providing 184 trains
linking 114 major cities.
Standing in their way are:
unions seeking a federal court
injunction against Amtrak as
' part of their attack on the
system's provisions to protect
workers; an association of
passengers preparing a legal
move to extend the life of
trains doomed to discontinuance once Amtrak takes
control;
and
nth-hour
hearings by the Senate
Commerce Committee.
ANOTHER OBSTACLE is
Ralph Nader, the consumerprotection advocate.
!
In a letter to Senate
Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana, an
' opponent of the corporation's
plans, Nader urged Congress
to "repudiate the Railpax
Amtrak concept and replace it
with a viable mechanism to
serve the public."
"Congress, in its haste to
avoid the industry's threats of
• massive passenger descontinuances and widespread
bankruptcies," he said, "has
created an SST on rails, a
form of private socialism that
. is
inimical
to
worthy
American traditions."
Nader said the plan to cut
service in half is an
"arrogant,
unilateral
determination
to
Junk
historical and needed ser' vices" that will generate more
reli ance on automobiles.
Meanwhile, a spokesman
for the Railway Labor
Exucutives Association said
his group and the Congress of
Railway Unions sued in U.S.
District Court here "inconnection with protective
conditions which are not in
accord with the minimum
prescribed by law."
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Solution of Yesterday's Puiile
rRYPTOORAM - ll\ Myrtle W. Cuihinau
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Idiot l.s. rabblerousers bubbled lo riot.

prevent
birth defects

9
toW
march
of Dimes

Molly Mn sez:

CONGRATS
Debbie Hardy
on being new flame of
Golden Torch
We're very proud
Your Sisters

OKtffGAHS
ini^cx3ieoEOomgiQ«!
RR9T PRIZ€

&5C0
50«CONDPRIZ«

i 9 H/IMG TEM HOT MNTC OUTFITS
& A MIR Of SCLMOLI €Xgt06 WML'?

~5Q THIRD PRIZ€9
A MIR Of SCLHCLLOKRCIK HNMIS
Could you be walking around on the Great Gams of 1971?
Could yours be the great-looking legs worth $2,500 cash, for
your education or whatever else you please?
Could you be one of the 50 co-eds (one from each state)
whose legs win you Second Prize, two great hot pants outfits
by Hang Ten9 -plus a pair ol Schoil Exercise Sandals to keep
those gorgeous gams in shape?
Runners-up from each state get Third Prize, a pair of Schoil
Exercise Sandals.
Limber up those legs. gals. Go get the details at your Schoil
Sandal display in local department, shoe or drug stores.

Schoil

ALL QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

r^Sccravmtt
It you're not ready to put your legs on the line, get yourself a pair ol
Schoil Exercise Sandals, the ones with the exclusive toe-grip, the
super-comlortable sandals that help shape up your lags while you walk.
rossTtST RULES: Ssnd prlntsd nsms, horns sddrsss, slgnstvrs si>d full-ngurs
(Sen 10 Schoil Or.lt O.ms Consist. Box S12. Tims. Sqosrs Slsllon Nsw VorJ,
Nsw York 1003*. Entrlss must bs poslmsrtsd no litsi t.ltn midnight, July 31.
1171 Only olrls snrolHd lull- or psrt-tlms In sn sccisdlttd two- or Mall
collsus or unlvsislty lo- 1171 g.sduslss Ih.rsol) will be sllg ib.e Wlnnsr. will bs
chosen by sn indspsndsnt snd impsmsl group ol judges Judgss dscislon win
bs Sns' ill prirss will bs swsrded. No purchsse required Void whsrs prohibited
by l«w. All pictures submitted bscoms lbs propony ol Ths Schoil Mtg Co.. lnc_,
snd cinnot bs retumsd. Your slgnsturs Indlcslss Ihsl you hsys issd snd underslsnd Ihs miss ol this conlsst.
____

DAILY

SUN;

7:45 a.m. 10 p.m. [10 a.m. 6 p.niS

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES
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A winding, windy tale of two discus throwers
By Via MinnU
AuiiUnI Sport* Editor
How many people around
here do you know who dig
Bowling Green's seemingly
everblowlng gale? Probably
not the hot-pantaed co-ed
whose lithesome leggs get
more chilled than she likes,
and neither does the freak who
tries to keep from being
blinded by or gagging on his
long locks.
Definitely not Don Nehlen
who's still trying to make the
connection with wboever it is
"up there" who controls the
wind, so that he'll have it at
his back In the fourth quarter
all next fall.
After three
years, he still hasn't gotten the
right number.
Last Wednesday as a
matter of fact, you could have
counted ail those who truly
have an affinity for our windy
environment on one hand.
MAKE THAT YOUR left
hand if you're a southpaw
discus thrower because there
were two of them, Ernst
Soudek, and Jim Reardon

competing against each other
in the Held behind Perry
Stadium in a "mini-meet"
sanctioned by the United
States Track and Field
Federation.
Awright, so what's the big
deal over two lefthanded
discus throwers at Bowling
Green who probably froze
their chops off in the twenty
mph
wind?
Oh simply this; Soudek, a
64, 250 pound Austrian who is
a Ph. D. in Comparative
Literature at Rice University,
threw for 201'11" establishing
an Austrian national record,
and by cracking the 200'
barrier landed himself in the
world's elite class of discus
throwers.
"The unique part of it la,"
said Reardon a Bowling Green
grad student who threw 181'
last Wednesday, "while Ph.
D's In English may be common, and 200' plus discus
throwers aren't exactly rare,
how many experts are there in
both fields?"
Reardon explained that
Soudek did all his undergraduate and graduate

work at the University of
Michigan, and upon completion of his doctoral
dissertation, Soudek was one
of the few "specialists" in his
field, Comparative Literature,
in the nation.
"He's in his second year of
teaching at Rice, which is one
of the best universities in the
south," said Jim, "It's the Ivy
League
down
there."
COOL AS THAT sounds,
after he made his record toss,
Soudek, who is 30, married,
and soon to be a father for the
first time, pranced out to
where his discus landed,
clapping his hands, and
shouting like a high school
sophomore.
"This is my greatest
moment, it's a goal I've been
trying to achieve all my life,"
said Soudek grinning. "I feel
kind of guilty that I beat
Reinitzers record by more
than a foot, a few inches
would've been nice, but I'm
really pleased with this."
Heimo Reinitzer is another
Austrian cat who held the old
discus record, and like Soudek

his excellence isn't limited to
the discus thrower's circle.
Reinitzer is a doctor of
philosophy at the University of
Stuttgart in Germany.
Being both lefthanders in a
world seemingly made for
righthanded discus throwers,
Reardon's relationship with
Soudek began out of necessity.
Just a freshman in Rochester
(Minn.) Lourdes High School,
Jim wrote to Ernst who was in
Minneapolis competing for the
Wolverines in the Big Ten
championships.
"I'd seen his picture in the
paper, and noticed he was a
leftie like me," Jim recalled.
"I'd Just thrown 100', so I
wrote to him asking for his
help."
MUCH TO JIM'S surprise,
Ernst wrote back, and thus
began a what must've been
the first correspondence
coaching course which continued throughout Jim's
schoolboy career. It wasn't
until the 1966 Ohio Relays
when Jim was a freshman at
Bowling Green that the pupil
met the teacher.
"Ernst threw 192' that day

for his best then, and I was
there Just like I was last week
when he finally broke 200',"
said Jim.
In the one year they
competed as collegians,
Soudek enjoyed perhaps his
finest overall season, here and
abroad according to Reardon,
when be took second in the
USTFF, and fifth in the
Eruopean championships.
Jim too had his successes
as his college career continued, winning the MAC as a
sophomore and a junior.
However an incident at the
MAC championships his
senior year almost caused Jim
to quit discus throwing.
Western Michigan was
hosting the MAC meet, and
when Jim first checked out the
position of the discus throwing
circle, he found it suitable to
his left handed throwing.
"PRACTICALLY
ALL
MEETS have their discus
throwing arrangements so
that they're favorable to right
banders only," said Jim. "The
wind will be blowing from
right to left which adds
distance to their throws, and

takes it off mine."
In its original position, the
discus throwing circle at
Kalamazoo would have afforded Jim an advantage in
the wind blowing from left to
right, however when he
reported for the event, he'd
found that the circle's position
had been changed.
"The
coaches
from
Western Michigan, and Miami
got together and decided to
move it. so their righthanders
had the wind advantage. I
was po'd, but I couldn't say or
do anything."
Psyched out, Jim finished
fourth.
"All the guys who threw
had their personal bests that
day, that's how much a difference it made," Jim said. "I
was so disgusted I passed up
the NCAA's though I'd
qualified for them."
Jim said that if it hadn't
been for Ernst and Coach
Brodt, he wouldn't have
competed again.
What they did was get the
USTFF sanction last summer,
and when Ernst took time off
from his doctoral work, and

Jim from summer school they
began holding their ••minimeets" in Bowling Green,
about six altogether.
"He'd hit between 18S-196,
and I'd average between 181186 then we'd send the results
into Track and Field News,"
said Jim. "We figured that
with this sanction we had the
chance to really do something,
so why not."
ONE GUY WHO SAID why
not, and has helped set up part
of the stadium grounds for left
handed throwers is Falcon
track coach Mel Brodt.
"He is truly one of the
nation's enlightened coaches
in track and field," said
Soudek who threw for Austria
in the '64 Olympics in Tokyo.
"He
understood
our
predicament and has helped
us tremendously."
Jim added that it was
probably the incident at
Western Michigan a few years
ago which so "enlightened"
Brodt.
Having gone through four
years of competition and had
only three meets with "good
wind" Jim is still after his

goal of 200', the closest he's
come is 186'.
You'd think that Ernst
would be slowing his pace
down some since he's already
been to the "mountaintop,"
right?
"He's bought an open to
ticket for flying- from Houston
to Toledo because he told me
that as soon as I hear from the
weather reports that we'll be
getting thirty mile an hour
winds up here," Jim said,
"I'm gonna call him, and he'U
fly up that same day."
"You gotta be crazy to do
whet we're doing, but Ernst
wants 210, and he figures that
travelling from one end of the
country to the other will be
worth it. He'U forget about the
120 dollars he spent flying up
here, when he's seventy and
he's got the momory of his
accomplishments."
If four weeks from now it's
windy as hell, and you happen
to be on "the hill" V near the
pond, and you spot a disc
descending your way, run
toward the opposite direction.
It's crazy Ernst, and Jimmy,
"discus-dueling," again.
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Netters drop two matches
ByDanCasseday
Sports Writer

It was the kind of tennis
trip that made Coach Bob Gill
say that "the highlight of the
trip was the dinner Friday."
Indeed, Coach G1U must
have thought his tennis team
was a piece of wood the way
they got shellacked Saturday
at the Notre Dame Invitational.
The Falcons traveled to
South Bend to order to improve upon their depth, but
Notre Dame and Northern
Illinois put the one-two to a
staggered Bowling Green
crew and raised doubts in the
mind of the coach as to what to
expect from the team the rest
of the season.

The host Fighting Irish
more than lived up to their
nickname with a 7-2 victory in
a Saturday morning clash
while the Huskies or Northern
Illinois put it all together in
their afternoon meeting with
BG enroute to an 8-1 triumph.
THE ONLY WINS in the
first match with Notre Dame
came in the second singles and
first doubles. Bill Oudsema
ran his winning streak in
singles to seven and paired
with Tom Ughtvoet for an
equivalent string in doubles.
Both streaks were snapped
in the next match with Northern Illinois. In that one, the
only point picked up by
Bowling Green came when
Dan Ryan won his singles
match.

Coach G1U said he was
"happy in the morning
(match)" when Oudsema and
I.ightvoet continued their
doubles string. "But they had
'one of those matches' and got
hammered in the afternoon,"
he continued.
The loss
dropped their record to a still
very respectable 84, tough to
maintain in number one
doubles competition.
GILL WASN'T TOO happy
with the number three doubles
team of Ron Dredge-Brad
Malcolm dropping their two
matches in three sets. That
seemed to typify the way the
whole day went and Coach Gill
appears to be a person who
doesn't Just laugh at three set
defeats and pass them off as
so much spilled milk, at least

not when he's losing a match.
Losing the match had to influence his disappointment.
What Gill's concern is now
is whether the team can forget
last Saturday and put It back
together against Kent State
here Friday.

Q
SPOITS
"We have to win our MAC
matches, he emphasized, "so
all matches from here on in
are must matches. They're
necessary so that we'll have
momentum going into the
league tournament."
The Falcons will need to
get that momentum because
MAC favorite Toledo also
competed in the Notre Dame
Invitational and beat Northern Illinois 5-4 despite losing
to the Irish. Toledo is now
only 2-7 but they'll be ready
for their first league match
with Ohio University this
weekend. Northern Illinois is
now 74 on the season while
Notre Dame is 104.

N.wipholo. by Bill Melnty..

Set it up
Storting time 3:30

Stickers host Michigan State today
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor
The
Bowling
Green
lacrosse team after three
straight road games finally
makes a home appearance
today against the Spartans of
Michigan State.
The game is a Midwest
Lacrosse Association encounter and the Falcons must
win all the rest of thir league
games If they want to repeat
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The Falcons lacrosse team readies its offense in a recent game.
Steve Sachse (13) is the feeder for the offense and the leading
assister this season. BG's leading goal scorer Bruce Correll (38)
sets himself for a Sachse pass as midfielder Art Curtis (3D watches
the action. The Falcons will be in action this afternoon at 3130.
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THE STICKERS HAVE
had the problems this season
putting it all together for one
game and hope to do so today.
BG is 3-3 on the season and 2-1
in theMLA.
Last season the stickers
defeated MSU 124 with John
Brizendine getting three
goals. So far this season
Brizendine, the Falcons first
team Little all-American. had
nine goals and two assists to
his credit in only four games.
Leading scorer for the

Falcons is Bruce Correll with
11 goals and two assists for 13
points. With 12 points is Leif
Elsmo on 10 goals and two
assists. Brizendine and Steve
Sachse have 11 points. Sachse
with four goals and seven
assists.
ONE
PROBLEM
BOWLING Green has had this
season is the power play when
they are a man up on a penalty
situation. Last Saturday at
Denison they had a man-up
situation 11 times and were
not able to score once.
The practice time this

week has been devoted
somewhat to correcting that
problem.
Last season Michigan State
was 1-9 on the season and do
not seem much improved this
year.
Starting for the stickers
tomorrow will probably be
Correll, Sachse and Elsmo on
attack.
Brizendine, Terry
Cameron and Art Curtis on the
first midfield unit, Tom
Votsberger, Greg Ried and
Bun Chaffey on close defense
and Lauri Turevon in the goal.
Game time today is 3:30 at
Doyt L. Perry field.
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It's almost Derby time
LH us http you:
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LOUSrviLLE (AP) - Talk
of phenylbutazone cropped up
again yesterday, but it's
nothing compared with the
furor that has kept the 1968
Kentucky Derby in a legal
tangle since its running.
The medication, illegal in
Kentucky and most other
states, was found in the urine
specimin of Dancer's Image

Jerry Clerk aid Stiff
Thanks for a
tremendous dinner
□t the Pageant

Kohl Hall

and the Kentucky Racing
Commission denied the colt
first money, sparking a series
of appeals through the courts.
Dancer's Image was the off ical winner only the money is
still at stake.
Since then, however, the
use of bute as it's called, has
been made legal on an experimental basis in California,
where two candidates for
Saturday's 97th derby have
raced.
Phenylbutazone is a pain
killer used in training to help
horses who have minor aches
and pains to run in the same
form they would if they're
completely fit
In most states, it is illegal
only if found in the hones
system at race time.
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